We are developing more stories and activities for Family Literacy classes this fall. Put a check next to the topics below that you would find useful.

☐ Parent-Teacher Conferences

☐ Getting a TB Skin Test

Add your story ideas here.
1. _______________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________
4. _______________________________________________________
5. _______________________________________________________

Please list other types of exercises that you would like to use with additional stories.
1. _______________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________
4. _______________________________________________________
5. _______________________________________________________

Additional comments or suggestions. _____________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Extension Activities for “Too Tired to do Homework”

♦ Picture vocabulary labeling (whole group or small group)
♦ Guessing or predicting outcome in story
♦ Identifying verbs or nouns in story
♦ Phonics activity distinguishing vowel sounds
♦ Group reading of the story
♦ Selecting phrase from a story and having students complete
♦ Making new dialogues using one illustration from the story
♦ Convert Yes / No statements into Yes / No questions
♦ Practice positive and negative responses
♦ Peer monitoring in while reading
♦ Categorizing
♦ Creative use of sequencing materials
♦ Pair reading / listening for scripted listening exercises
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